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PERSUADING drivers to give up their
cars in favour of public transport has

always been an uphill struggle. So would
a technology that lets drivers remain in
their cars, but asks them to relinquish
control on long journeys, have any greater
chance of success? That is what a Euro
pean project is hoping to �nd out by get
ting cars to link up wirelessly into semi
autonomous convoys, also known as road
trains or �platoons�.

The idea is that by joining platoons as
they snake along motorways under the
control of a professional lead driver, mo
torists will be able to sit back and enjoy
the ride. As passengers they could catch
up on some reading, watch a �lm, surf the
internet or even have a snooze. The bene
�ts would come from reduced congestion
and lower fuel consumption. Somewhat
counterintuitively, platooning might also
make roads safer. 

The environmental bene�ts come from
reducing drag, says Tom Robinson of
Ricardo, a British company which is co
ordinating the ¤6.4m ($9.1m) Safe Road
Trains for the Environment (SARTRE)
project, funded by the European Commis
sion. The reduced drag is the result of
slipstreaming, a trick exploited by Formu
la One drivers and racing cyclists. The
lowpressure area in the slipstream of a
moving object means less energy is need
ed to maintain the same speed just behind
it. Trying to do this behind a big lorry on a

motorway is extremely dangerous. But
with the aid of wireless technology it
should be possible for cars to drive much
closer together, under computer control,
than would normally be advisable. The
lower drag they encounter should im
prove fuel consumption considerably. 

The gap between platooning vehicles
will be small, but computercontrolled
systems would respond to any sudden
braking or other hazards far more quickly
than a human driver could and thus avoid
collisions, says Mr Robinson. The close
spacing would allow more cars to �t on
the road, reducing congestion.

All this requires a lot of technology.
Any car wishing to join a platoon would
specify its desired destination, making it
possible to identify a nearby platoon
heading the right way. The car then pulls
up behind the moving platoon and a
wireless standard developed speci�cally
for communications between vehicles,
called IEEE 802.11p, enables the car to be
enslaved by the lead vehicle, probably a
lorry or coach with a quali�ed driver. The
car stays under the control of the leader
until its driver wishes to leave the platoon.

As ambitious as this sounds, it is more
than just theory. Earlier this year the mem
bers of the SARTRE project carried out
their �rst road test. The initial goal was
modest: to put a single car under the con
trol of a lorry, with both travelling at
50kph (31mph). After the success of these 

Any mileage in the idea?

Transport: Schemes to get cars to travel in �platoons�, like the carriages of a
train, are making slow progress. They face more than just technical obstacles
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Carbon labels, showing the
carbon footprints of foods
and other products, started
appearing in 2007. Such
labelling schemes are now
proliferating. But measuring
footprints accurately is hard.
A global standard is needed
that is easy for consumers to
understand and companies to
comply with: page 9
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DICK CHENEY has no heartbeat. That
might sound like the punchline to a

political joke, but for the former American
vicepresident it is deadly serious. Mr
Cheney is one of thousands of people
around the world who have a �left ventric
ular assist device� (LVAD) implanted in
their hearts. LVADs�mechanical pumps
that take the stress away from a failing
heart by moving blood smoothly around
the body without generating a pulse�
have become smaller and more reliable
over the years since their introduction in
1994. They were originally designed as a
stopgap to keep a patient alive for a few
extra months while a suitable transplan
table heart could be found. But improve
ments in the technology, and a lack of
donor organs, mean they are increasingly
used on a longterm basis.

One area in which they have not im
proved, though, is their power supply. The
pump requires an electric cable, called a
driveline, that runs through the abdomi
nal wall to a battery pack in a harness.
This device, which must be worn all the
time, hampers mobility, makes it awk
ward for the wearer to shower (and im
possible to swim) and makes driving
impossible because even a minor accident
that dislodged the driveline could be fatal. 

Most importantly, though, it is a con
stant source of infection. With most medi
cal implants, such as pacemakers and hip
replacements, the risk of infection de
creases over time. But the driveline col
lects bugs from the outside world, and the

LVAD then introduces them directly into
the bloodstream, allowing them to spread
quickly. As a result, the driveline must be
redressed every day using sterile gloves
and gauze. Even so, virtually everyone
�tted with an LVAD experiences an in
fection every 12 to 18 months. Many such
infections are serious. Some are deadly.

Joshua Smith, an engineer at the Uni
versity of Washington, and Pramod
Bonde, a heart surgeon at the University
of Pittsburgh, hope to change that. Be
tween them they have developed the
world’s �rst wirelesspowered, driveline
free heart pump. It was formally an
nounced at the American Association for
Thoracic Surgery’s annual meeting in May.

The FreeRange Resonant Electrical
Energy Delivery System, or FREED, is
powered by induction. Speci�cally, it
exploits a phenomenon called resonant
coupling, in which metal coils that res
onate at the same electrical frequency can
exchange energy particularly e�ciently. A
transmitter coil, 26cm in diameter, can
beam up to 15 watts of power to a receiver
coil just 4.3cm across. The transmitter coil
can thus be worn in a vest that also holds
a battery pack, while the receiver tucks
neatly into the patient’s chest.

Dr Smith’s design can compensate for
changes in the angle or position of the
coils, allowing a user to move around
freely. He envisages beds with builtin
transmitter coils, letting people sleep
without a vest on, and even entire hospital
rooms (or houses) that have coils hidden
in the walls and ceilings. 

Such improvements cannot come a
moment too soon. America’s National
Heart, Lung and Blood Institute estimates
that more than 50,000 Americans a year
need a heart transplant or an LVAD. Even
so, fewer than 2,500 heart transplants are
performed in the country every year and
the number of LVAD implants is even
smaller. As the supply of donor hearts is
unlikely to increase, the need for better
LVAD technology is clear.

The wireless heart pump developed by
Dr Bonde and Dr Smith will not be avail
able for a few years, however. Technical
challenges remain, including integrating a
leakproof backup battery into the device
and miniaturising the FREED’s control
electronics. And even when those pro
blems are solved, the device will still have
to undergo extensive clinical trials before
it can be licensed for sale.

If the history of medical research
teaches anything, though, it is that condi
tions which a�ect wealthy and powerful
men like Mr Cheney have little di�culty
attracting the money needed to develop
and re�ne new treatments. In just a few
years, then, the world could be full of
thousands more healthy, active expoli
ticians without a heartbeat. Insert your
own punchline here. 7

A wireless heart

Biomedicine: Better arti�cial
pumps, powered wirelessly by
induction, o�er hope to those who
cannot get transplants
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2 �rst tests the speed was pushed up to
70kph, and this summer the �rst multiple
vehicle tests will begin with up to three
cars and two lorries. The researchers will
then be ready to leave the test track, says
Erik Coelingh, head of activesafety func
tions for Volvo, a carmaker that is one of
the SARTRE members. �During the au
tumn and winter we will re�ne the con
trols, and if we succeed we would like to
test the same system on public roads in
Spain during summer 2012,� he says.

Platooning is not a new idea. In the
1990s a project in San Diego called PATH

carried out smallscale tests of a system
that involved placing induction loops in
the road which acted as electromagnetic
rails to guide vehicles along the highway.
The idea never took o� because it was
prohibitively expensive. But SARTRE is
di�erent, says Mr Robinson, because it
does not require any changes to the road
infrastructure.

Moreover, aside from the wireless
communication system, SARTRE works by
taking advantage of the actuators and
sensors that already exist in many modern
cars, such as adaptive cruise control, auto
matic braking and lanedeparture sys
tems, which use radar, infrared sensors
and cameras. �We reuse the sensors and
part of the control system, but add new
algorithms,� says Mr Coelingh. So once a
car has joined a platoon these systems
make it relatively easy to stay in line. The
driver at the front would be trained, li
censed and paid to lead. As well as steer
ing, he would have to take account of the
platoon’s impact on other tra�c when
changing lanes or turning. The rest would
be taken care of by software.

The technology is not quite there yet,
concedes Mr Coelingh. Strategies still
need to be precisely worked out to enable
vehicles to join or leave safely, even if they
are in the middle of the platoon. Similarly,
methods will be needed to allow the lead
vehicle to dissolve the platoon on reach
ing its destination or to allow another lead
vehicle to take over. The researchers must
also determine how closely packed to
gether the cars should be to get the best
fuel savings and highest level of safety. 

Mr Robinson and Mr Coelingh accept
that the success of platoons is more than
just a question of whether or not the
technology can be made to work. The real
question is whether drivers really want it.
Driver attitudes towards automation are
softening, Mr Coelingh believes. And
there are occasions, such as during a daily
commute, when motorists might wel
come not having to drive. However, driv
ers are currently required to be in control
of their vehicles at all times, and in many
places it is illegal to use a mobile phone
when at the wheel. So laws will also have
to be changed, says Mr Robinson, which
could take a decade or so. 7
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ONE reason for Japan’s reliance on
nuclear power�with all its atten

dant di�culties of building reactors
safely in an earthquake zone�is its lack
of indigenous energy sources. Yet it does
have one that seems underexploited,
namely the wind. According to a report
published in 2009 by the Global Wind
Energy Council, Japan, which generates
8.7% of the world’s economic output,
has just 1.3% of its windpower capacity.
The world’s thirdlargest economy is
13th in global windpower.

According to Chuichi Arakawa, a
mechanical engineer at the University
of Tokyo, that is because Japan has too
much of the wrong sort of wind. The
typhoons which regularly strike the
place are simply too powerful. (In 2003,
for example, such a storm crippled six
turbines on Miyakojima, near Okina
wa.) And the ordinary winds are less
useful than they might be because
Japan is so mountainous. For engineer
ing reasons turbines must be mounted
on vertical poles, regardless of the slope
of the landscape. But on a hillside that
means the wind (which tends to follow
the ground when it is close to the sur
face) hits the blades of the turbines at an
angle, instead of face on. That makes
power generation less e�cient.

Help, though, is on the way. Engi
neers at Fuji Heavy Industries (FHI), a

large manufacturing company, have
come up with a turbine that they think
can withstand the sort of battering that
brought down those on Miyakojima,
and also turn the irregular mountain
winds to advantage. The crucial di�er
ences between FHI’s new turbine and a
traditional one are in the location and
setting of the blades. In a traditional
turbine the blades are in front of both
the pole and the nacelle (the structure
that houses the generator). In addition,
the plane of the blades is parallel to the
pole. This is called an upwind design. 

By contrast, FHI has opted for a
downwind design, which puts the
blades behind both nacelle and pole.
This allows the rotor plane to be tilted
so that it faces directly into winds blow
ing up the hill without snagging on the
pole. According to Shigeo Yoshida, who
is in charge of research for the project,
that makes the arrangement 58% more
e�cient in such circumstances than an
upwind turbine would be.

As a bonus, the downwind design is
less temperamental in high winds. That
is because the blades, being behind the
pole and at an angle to it, can be given
more freedom to yaw about than they
would have in an upwind turbine. This
puts less strain on them than if they
were �xed. So far 25 downwind turbines
have been constructed in Japan, and
dozens more are in the pipeline. Wind
power will remain an unpredictable
power source, of course. But as Japan
has recently been reminded, a bit more
diversity of supply would not hurt.

Japan’s winds of change

Energy: Redesigned wind turbines
can wring more power out of
mountain winds, which are
otherwise di�cult to exploit

VIDEO cameras are popping up every
where. On a typical day in a big city

you may be �lmed by hundreds of closed
circuit television (CCTV) cameras. The
combined output of all these systems is far
greater than the capacity of security sta�
to watch all the images. So various tricks
are used to automate the process.

Some systems work in �real time� to
alert security sta� to a potential incident
being �lmed by a camera. They may be
able to read number plates on cars and
identify certain faces, for example. Other
realtime systems use algorithms to detect
suspicious behaviour, such as a group
loitering near a door where entry is
barred, or to spot items of luggage that
seem to have been left unattended.

Then there is the task of searching
through a mass of recorded images to see
if anything has happened or to �nd a clip
of an incident known to have taken place.
Some of the CCTV cameras watching a
bank’s cash machines now make that job
easier by linking video footage to transac
tion data. Other systems use analytical
techniques, much like the realtime ones,
to try to identify speci�c incidents. Error
rates, though, can be high. Often there is
no alternative to watching the playback
manually; and if the footage is speeded up
to make that process a little more bearable,
things can be missed.

Now an imageprocessing technology
developed by BriefCam, an Israeli com
pany, makes looking through CCTV foot
age a breeze. In some cases, 24 hours of
video from a security camera can be
searched in less than a minute. The pro
cess works by showing only the bits that
move. It essentially creates a summary of
all moving events and plays that back as a

synopsis superimposed over the static
background image. So a camera watching
a gate through which only a dozen people
pass each day would appear to be a much
busier gate, with a dozen people using it in
a few seconds. Because the video is not
speeded up, each person moves at his or

her actual pace. And at any time during
the review an operator can switch to see
the original video footage.

The process begins as the video is
recorded. Using motiondetection algo
rithms, the BriefCam software separates
the background (static or nonmoving
objects) from the moving objects, tracking
and analysing any motion within the
frame. It uses this information to create a
database of backgrounds, events, objects
and activities. When the video summary
is needed, all moving events from the
period of interest are collected and time
shifted to create the synopsis.

Because the summary displays all
moving events, it is less likely than soft
ware to miss something. It still relies on
the instinct and experience of human
operators, but it makes better use of their
time by editing out all the boring bits. 7

Just the
interesting bits

Security: A new approach to video
analysis provides a lightningquick
way to scan hours of footage
recorded by security cameras

Don’t all rush at once�actually, do
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ANY industry that mislays 2530% of its
product in the process of delivering it

might reasonably be thought to have a
problem. Yet that, according to the World
Bank, is the case for the world’s water
companies. Although water is cheap, it is
not free. A report published by the bank in
2006 reckoned that leaks were then cost
ing $14 billion a year. But in order to plug a
leak you have to be able to �nd it. Water
mains are hard to inspect, particularly if
they are underground. Many are old and
thus decrepit. And outright theft is not
unheard of, as the poor seek to �ll their
drinking vessels and the rich their swim
ming pools. An e�ective way of detecting
leaks, both accidental and deliberate,
would therefore be welcome.

TaKaDu, a �rm based near Tel Aviv,
thinks it has one. The problem, in the view
of its founder, Amir Peleg, is not a lack of
data per se, but a lack of analysis. If any
thing, water companies�at least, those in
the rich world�have too much infor
mation. A typical �rm’s network may
have hundreds, or even thousands, of
sensors. The actual di�culty faced by
water companies, Dr Peleg believes, is
interpreting the signals those sensors are
sending. It is impossible for people to
handle all the incoming signals, and sur
prisingly hard for a computer, too.

TaKaDu’s engineers have therefore
developed a monitoring system called a
statistical anomaly detection engine that
is intended to identify clues in the data
which might otherwise be missed. It

applies a range of statistical tests (linear
regression analysis is one of the more
familiar) to the data stream, and thus
works out when the incoming signals are
deviating signi�cantly from normal be
haviour. Sometimes such deviations are
caused by faulty meters. Sometimes they
are caused by leaks. Either way, that is
valuable knowledge.

To know what is unusual you have, of
course, to know what is normal. Even a 1%
change in �ow rate can sometimes be
signi�cant, if it is persistent, but that is not
always the case. Existing leakdetection
systems therefore have thresholds built
into them, to avoid false alarms. The price
of this is that small leaks may go undetect
ed and thus unrepaired, which can lead to
larger leaks later. The detection engine
attempts to work out what is important by
using a process of continuous modelling
to de�ne normality. This identi�es both
obvious patterns�such as daily, weekly
and annual �owrates�and subtle ones,
such as correlations between the behav
iours of widely separated parts of the
system that are brought about by things
like similarities in network layout or in the
behaviour of local customers. 

If the system does detect an anomaly, it
asks itself if there is likely to be an in
nocent explanation (a change in the
weather, for example, or a public holiday).
If not, it attempts to narrow down exactly
where the putative leak is and alerts a
human operator to go and have a look.

And it seems to work. Early last year

Thames Water, which supplies London,
tested the system on 3,000km (1,860
miles) of mains. The detection engine
proved able to identify minor leaks up to
nine days earlier than Thames’s existing
systems could manage, and even picked
up major bursts as much as 3½ hours more
quickly. In light of that success, Thames
has now extended the detection engine’s
reach over the whole 10,400km length of
its urban mains network.

Others are following suit. TaKaDu’s
detection engine is now looking after the
water supply in a dozen places in Austra
lia, Europe and Latin America, as well as
Israel. One of its early victories was in
Jerusalem, where it found that a �re hy
drant was being used to �ll a private
swimming pool�thus pulling the plug, as
it were, on a very surprised water thief. 7

Pipe dreams

Computing: To plug leaks from the water supply, you �rst have to �nd them.
Funnily enough, that can be done using software

TO SAY that cheats never prosper is to
elevate hope over experience. Modern

technology, in the form of miniature
cameras, smartphones and the internet,
means stealing and sharing answers has
never been easier. Indeed, the problem
has got so bad that on March 1st the Japa
nese government asked universities to
ban mobile phones from the rooms they
use to conduct their entrance exams. Nor
are students the only cheats. Teachers,
whose salaries often depend on the suc
cess of their charges, are not above drop
ping the odd hint about what is the right
answer before or during a test�or even
correcting test papers after the event. And
the invigilators who police the actual
exam are not always immune to bribery,
either. At the same time, technology can
detect cheats more easily than before. 

Software developed by examsetting
�rms like Prometric, of Baltimore, Mary
land, and Caveon, of Midvale, Utah, de
tects cheating by calculating the probabili
ty of particular patterns of answers being
honest. A correct answer is a correct an
swer, of course, but unless a candidate
answers all questions correctly the pattern
of right and wrong answers can point to
collaboration. If two candidates’ patterns
of answers are similar or identical, warn
ing �ags go up. If more than two, hanky
panky is a racing certainty. 

In tests where the candidate is allowed 

Beating cheating

Computing: Automated analysis of
testtakers’ answers to standardised
tests is revealing bad behaviour by
students, teachers and invigilators
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2 to change his mind about an answer, the
pattern of changes also provides infor
mation. Several candidates making the
same change is suspicious. So is a case
where all changes are from wrong to right. 

Sudden improvements in scores by an
individual candidate, compared with
previous attempts, also raise an electronic
eyebrow. Crossing an international bor
der to take a test is suspicious, too, and
doubly so if it involves moving from a
place generally reckoned clean to one
generally reckoned corrupt. 

A company called Kryterion scruti
nises matters even more closely. Kryterion
administers its tests online, and the invig
ilators sit at its headquarters in Phoenix,
Arizona, watching testtakers around the
world through webcams and never meet
ing them in person. The opportunities for
envelopes stu�ed with banknotes to
change hands are thus minimised. Remote
computers are �locked down� with securi
ty software to prevent unauthorised win
dows from being opened. Invigilators
warn or disqualify testtakers whose eyes
or hands wander in suspicious ways. The

software also alerts them if di�cult ques
tions are being answered suspiciously
quickly, or if two testtakers’ answers
match too closely for comfort.

Nor does the scrutiny stop when the
test is over. Caveon and Prometric operate
�web patrol� software that hunts day and
night for illicitly revealed test information.
And Prometric, for one, has an additional
security measure. It inserts a unique ques
tion in some individual exam papers. If
that question later appears online, that
indicates a leak. 

Prometric now detects so much cheat
ing that, every week, it investigates about
20 of its 5,000 test centres around the
world. Of those, around �ve a week have
to be shut down permanently. Numerous
administrators and invigilators at even
those places that survive investigation are
�red for lax security or accepting bribes,
and undisclosed numbers of testtakers
are charged with cheating. It is a far cry
from the days when an answer scribbled
in biro on the palm of a sweaty hand was
all that stood between a candidate’s suc
cess and failure. 7

AT ANY given time there are about 7,000
di�erent types of protein molecule in

an average cell in the human body. Almost
a third of these are embedded in the cell’s
outer membrane. Some control the move
ment of substances in and out of the cell;
others transmit signals from the exterior to
the cell’s interior. The importance of these
roles, and the exposed and accessible
nature of membrane proteins, mean that
such proteins are frequently the targets of
drugs. Indeed, around half of the drugs
currently on the market work by inter
acting with proteins in the cell membrane.

Membrane proteins are, nevertheless,
di�cult to study. Removing them from
their normal environment deprives them
of the company of other substances essen
tial for their function. And seeing what is
going on often involves chopping them up
or modifying them in some way, such as
by attaching �uorescent labels, in order to
analyse their activity. Such modi�cations
inevitably a�ect their function. Now,
however, Darryl Bornhop at Vanderbilt
University, Nashville, and his colleagues at
the Scripps Research Institute in La Jolla,
California, have come up with a simple,
lowcost way of studying membrane
proteins unmodi�ed and in situ using a

laser. They recently described their tech
nique in Nature Biotechnology. 

Their process is called backscattering
interferometry (BSI). A sample is deposit
ed into a microscopic liquid�lled cham
ber made of glass and is then illuminated
by a laser. Light re�ected from it forms an
interference pattern that can be captured
by a camera. The details of this pattern are
exquisitely sensitive to what the mole
cules in the membrane are doing. 

In particular, the pattern changes when
the proteins creating it interact with other
molecules�such as hormones, if they are
signalling proteins, or their chemical
payloads, if they are transporters. This is
because such interactions change the
speed at which light travels through the
proteins which, in turn, changes the inter
ference pattern. Using a series of algo
rithms written by the team, a computer
can correlate these changes in the interfer
ence pattern with the binding of partic
ular molecules to particular proteins. 

To test their new technique Dr Born
hop and his colleagues made synthetic
membranes containing a small protein
called GM1. This is a signalling molecule
that is also, unfortunately for victims, the
target of cholera toxin. When the team

mixed their new membranes with cholera
toxin, the interference pattern behaved
precisely as predicted. They then carried
out similar tests using natural membranes
and proteins. These included proteins
associated with breast cancer, in�amma
tion and pain. They looked, too, at the
receptor for GABA, a brain chemical
known to be involved in relaxation and
the regulation of anxiety, among other
things. Again, BSI provided measurements
that agreed with those obtained in other,
more laborious ways.

The simplicity of BSI means it should
�nd application in both research and
treatment. On the research side, it will
help with the analysis of potential drugs
before they are deployed in costly clinical
trials. The technique could also be used to
look for side e�ects, which are sometimes
caused by drugs binding to proteins in
unexpected ways. On the treatment side, it
could be used diagnostically to study the
binding of antibodies and thus determine
if someone has a particular infection, and
to help explain why di�erent patients
su�ering from the same disease some
times respond di�erently to the same
treatment. That may be because the drugs
involved are not binding to the same
degree to the membrane proteins in di�er
ent individuals’ cells. BSI could then be
used to determine the optimum dose for
each patient.

To exploit his invention, Dr Bornhop
has cofounded a company called Molec
ular Sensing, which is based near San
Francisco. He hopes to provide the �rst BSI

machines to research laboratories later
this year. His work is a reminder that the
laser�which celebrated its 50th birthday
last year and is already used in medicine
for various kinds of surgery�still has
plenty of tricks up its sleeve. 7

New light on proteins

Biomedicine: Using lasers to study proteins on the outer membranes of cells
o�ers a new way to accelerate drug research and improve treatment

Very illuminating
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IN THE dry desert on the west coast of
Namibia, where the annual average

rainfall is a meagre 40mm, the Namib
beetle (Stenocara gracilipes) has evolved a
unique mechanism to drink. It collects
moisture from the early morning fog that
is produced when ocean breezes from the
Atlantic collide with the hot desert air.
Drawing inspiration from this fogharvest
ing trick, Shreerang Chhatre, a graduate
student at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, and his colleagues, have
developed a simple and inexpensive way
to produce drinking water. 

The Namibian mist rapidly dissipates
once the sun rises, so the beetle has just a
brief opportunity to collect water. The
insect typically �nds a ridge of sand and
faces the breeze, tilting its lower body
upwards with its specially adapted wings
outstretched. The wings have bumps
made of a hydrophilic substance that
attracts minute water droplets. As they
accumulate, the droplets grow larger until
their weight causes them to run o� into
troughs in the beetle’s wings. These
troughs are covered with a waxy water
repelling substance which has the e�ect of
rolling the droplets down the beetle’s
inclined body and into its mouth. 

Fog harvesting is not a new idea. Fog
Quest, a Canadian charity, has been in
stalling devices using a metallic mesh to
catch water droplets in developing coun
tries for more than a decade. But Mr
Chhatre says he and his colleagues have
increased the e�ciency of water col
lection using a variety of surface coatings. 

Water droplets in fog are very small,
typically between 1 to 50 microns (one
millionth of a metre) across. Hydrophilic
surfaces gather and hold droplets with
electrostatic attraction, which prevents
them being picked up and carried away in
the wind. As more droplets are attracted,
they spread out and eventually join to
gether and run o� the surface�as they do
on a pane of glass. Hydrophobic coatings,
like Te�on, are then needed to repel the
water and stream it as quickly as possible
to a reservoir so it does not evaporate. 

Mr Chhatre, a chemist, studied the
socalled �wettability� of various coatings
and found mathematical formulae which
could determine the ideal combination of
coatings for the di�erent sizes of fog parti

cles found in any particular region. The
surface texture of the coatings also turned
out to be important. 

The ideal locations for fog harvesting
are mountainous and desert regions
where fog is present but water sources are
far away. Mr Chhatre is setting up a pilot
project in South Africa and hopes to or
ganise another in India. Using a coated
aluminium mesh, he conservatively
estimates that it is possible to collect about
one litre of water daily from a mesh of one
square metre. Under ideal conditions, he
says, that could increase tenfold. 7

Water good idea

Biomimicry: An improved way to
harvest drinking water from fog in
remote areas takes its inspiration
from an African beetle

THE monster 18wheel trucks that hurtle
along America’s highways carry most

of the nation’s freight. There are reckoned
to be some 1.3m of these �semitrailers�, as
the combination of a tractor unit and
trailer are known. Such vehicles are called
articulated lorries in Britain, although they
tend to be a bit puny compared with
American rigs that can weigh 32,000kg
(70,000lbs) or more. Not surprisingly the
big semitrailers take skill to handle�and
they consume a lot of diesel. But a new
development could reduce fuel consump
tion and give truckers one less thing to
worry about when on the open road.

The work involves �tting windde�ect
ing devices under the trailer of a semi to
make the rig more aerodynamically e�
cient. The devices direct oncoming air
around the trailer in such a way that it
increases pressure in the area of the slip
stream immediately behind the vehicle.
Ordinarily, this is a lowpressure area
which has the e�ect of sucking the truck
backwards, something that adds to the
rig’s fuel consumption.

The lowpressure area in the slipstream
of a moving object is exploited in some
sports such as cycle racing, speed skating
and motor racing. In a technique known
as �drafting�, a competitor gets close be
hind the person or vehicle in front. The
lowpressure area reduces wind resistance
and hence the amount of drag, which
means less energy is needed to maintain
the same speed as the leader. Some car
and lorry drivers try to exploit this aerody
namic e�ect by tailgating big trucks to
reduce their own fuel consumption. But it
is exceedingly dangerous.

The wind de�ectors for the semis were
developed by BMI, a small company
based in South Carolina. They were in
spired by the aerospace industry, says
Mike Henderson, its chief executive. Be
fore he started the �rm, Mr Henderson ran
a Boeing research unit that investigated
aircraft aerodynamics using elaborate
computer models. He has now set up a
new company called SmartTruck to mar
ket the technology as UnderTray.

The UnderTray looks simple enough:
plastic and metal structures which direct
oncoming air towards the rear in such a
way as to raise the air pressure. But the
aerodynamics involved are extremely
complex and required a supercomputer to
crack. For this, the company won a grant
from America’s Department of Energy to
run simulations on Jaguar, a Cray XT5

supercomputer at the Oak Ridge National
Laboratory in Tennessee. Jaguar is capable
of 2.3 quadrillion mathematical oper
ations every second (which is about
100,000 times faster than a typical laptop).
Mr Henderson reckons it shaved about
two years from the time it would oth
erwise have taken to turn the concept into
a �nal design.

The company says UnderTray can
improve fuel e�ciency in a semitrailer by
as much as 12%. The Department of Energy
estimates that if all the semis in America
had such devices installed it would pro
duce fuel savings of 1.5 billion gallons of
diesel a year, worth about $6 billion at the
current diesel price of $4 a gallon. A typ
ical semitrailer travels about 240,000km
(150,000 miles) a year, and even at $3 a
gallon for diesel BMI estimates that its
system would pay for itself in 12 to 18
months. So its technology should be an
appealing proposition for truckers�and it
would thwart tailgaters, too. 7

Rig on a roll

Transport: Computer modelling is
being used to improve the air�ow
around big trucks and reduce their
fuel consumption
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ONE day in 2008 an anonymous Twit
ter user posted a message: �I am

certainly not bored. way busy! feel great!�
That is all well and good, one might think,
but utterly uninteresting to anyone be
sides the author and, perhaps, a few
friends. Not so, according to Johan Bollen,
of Indiana University Bloomington, who
collected the tweet, along with plenty of
others sent that day. All were rated for
emotional content. Many proved similarly
chirpy, scoring high on con�dence, energy
and happiness. Indeed, Dr Bollen reckons,
on the day the tweet was posted, Ameri
ca’s collective mood perked up a notch.
When he and his team examined all the
data for the autumn and winter of 2008,
they found that Twitter users’ collective
mood swings coincided with national
events. Happiness shot up around
Thanksgiving, for example.

The idea of tapping webbased data to
build a realtime measure of users’ emo
tions and preferences is not new. Nor is
that of using the results to predict their
behaviour. Interest in internet forecasting
was sparked by a paper published in 2009
by Hal Varian, Google’s chief economist.
He found that the peaks and troughs in the
volume of Google searches for certain
products, such as cars and holidays, pre
ceded �uctuations in sales of those pro
ducts. Other researchers have shown that
searches for jobrelated terms are a good
predictor of unemployment rates and that
mentions of political candidates on Twit
ter correlate with electoral outcomes.

Dr Bollen spotted another curious
correlation. When he compared trends in
the national mood with movements of
the Dow Jones Industrial Average (DJIA)
he noticed that changes in one of the
mood measure’s seven components,
anxiety, predicted swings in the share
price index. Spikes in anxiety levels were
followed, around three days later, by dips
in the price of shares. Why this happens
remains unclear, but one possible expla
nation is that the falling prices were
caused by traders’ tendency to exit risky
positions when feeling strung up.

Dr Bollen’s algorithm, which he de
scribed in a paper published in February
in the Journal of Computational Science,
has been licensed to Derwent Capital
Markets, a hedge fund based in London.
Derwent will use it to help guide the
investments made with a £25m ($41m)

fund that the �rm hopes to launch in the
next few months. Other funds are ru
moured to be using similar tricks already.
WiseWindow, a marketing �rm based in
Irvine, California, uses socialmedia
activity to forecast demand for products.
Its clients include Paramount Pictures and
Belkin, a consumerelectronics �rm. 

All such initiatives face a problem,
though. Humans excel at extracting mean
ing and sentiment from even the tiniest
snippets of text, a task that stumps ma
chines. To a computer, a tweet that reads
�Feeling joyful after my trip to the dentist.
Yeah, really� says that the author has been
to the dentist and is now happy. Research
ers have recently made strides in teaching
machines to recognise such sarcasm, as
well as double meanings or cultural refer
ences. In February Watson, a supercompu
ter devised by IBM, trounced two human
champions at �Jeopardy!�, an American
quiz show renowned for the way its clues
are laden with ambiguity, irony, riddles
and puns. But, for the most part, process
ing natural language remains a challenge.

Then there is the question of how the
new methods compare with existing
approaches. Duncan Watts, an internet
researcher who heads one of Yahoo!’s
research labs in New York, likes to cite the
example of weather forecasting in Santa
Fe, New Mexico. A forecast that predicts
sunshine every day would be correct 80%
of the time, he quips. It would also be
worthless, since locals already know that

the town gets over 300 days of sun every
year. In other words, to be useful a fore
casting technique must add something to
what is already known.

It is hard to know whether that is hap
pening in �nance, since hedge funds tend
to keep mum about how successful (or
not) particular forecasting algorithms are.
So Dr Watts looked at areas, like �lms’
boxo�ce receipts, music and videogame
sales, where some public data are avail
able. How a �lm does at the box o�ce, for
instance, can be predicted based on bits of
previously aggregated data: its production
budget, the number of screens it opens on
and wagers from HSX, a website which
lets people place bets on movie revenues.
Adding search data to the model, Dr Watts
found, produced no improvement.

Searchrelated methods did, however,
fare better when forecasting videogame
sales, where there are only two types of
publicly available information to hand:
ratings from reviews and, if the game is a
sequel, sales �gures for its predecessor.
Forecasting models which added search
data into the mix were much more accu
rate than those that did not. The same was
true of music, another area where pre
packaged information is scarce. 

Dr Watts thinks that simple search
volume forecasts will help spot consumer
trends of this sort with increased preci
sion. But the improvements they bring
will be incremental. Sophisticated meth
ods based on naturallanguage analysis of
tweets, blogs, or Facebook pages, by con
trast, hold greater disruptive potential. As
users of social media grow accustomed to
sharing highly personal information,
apparently unfazed by marketresearch
out�ts like WiseWindow watching their
every step, the feelings and intentions of
hundreds of millions of people are there
for datahungry computers to see. And
thanks to the likes of Dr Bollen, they are
becoming increasingly legible. 7

Can Twitter predict the future?

Internet forecasting: Businesses are mining online messages to unearth
consumers’ moods�and even make market predictions
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ONCE again, worrywarts are wringing
their hands over possible shortages of

socalled �critical materials� crucial for
hightech industries. In America the De
partment of Energy is fretting about mate
rials used to manufacture wind turbines,
electric vehicles, solar cells and energy
e�cient lighting. The substances in ques
tion include a bunch of rareearth metals
and a few other elements which�used a
pinch here, a pinch there�enhance the
way many industrial materials function.

It is not as though the rareearth ele
ments�scandium, yttrium and lantha
num plus the 14 socalled lanthanides�are
all that rare. Some are as abundant as nick
el, copper or zinc. Even the two rarest (thu
lium and lutetium) are more abundant in
the Earth’s crust than gold or platinum. 

A decade ago America was the world’s
largest producer of rareearth metals. But
its huge opencast mine at Mountain Pass,
California, closed in 2002�a victim main
ly of China’s drastically lower labour costs.
Today, China produces 95% of the world’s
supply of rareearth metals, and has start
ed limiting exports to keep the country’s
own hightech industries supplied.

The rareearth elements that other in
dustrial countries worry about most is
neodymium. It is the key ingredient of su
perstrong permanent magnets. Over the
past year the price of neodymium has qua
drupled as electric motors that use perma
nent magnets instead of electromagnetic
windings have gained even wider accep
tance. Cheaper, smaller and more power
ful, permanentmagnet motors and gener
ators have made modern wind turbines
and electric vehicles viable. 

That said, not all makers of electric cars
have rushed to embrace permanentmag
net motors. The Tesla Roadster, an electric
sports car based on a Lotus Elise, uses no
rareearth metals whatsoever. Nor does
the MiniE, an electric version of BMW’s
reinvention of the iconic 1960s car. Mean
while, the company that pioneered much
of today’s electricvehicle technology, AC

Propulsion of San Dimas, California, has
steered clear of permanentmagnet mo
tors. Clearly, a number of manufacturers
think the risk of relying on a single source
of rareearth metals is too high.

The latest carmaker to seek a rareearth
alternative is Toyota. The world’s largest

carmaker is reported to be developing a
neodymiumfree electric motor for its ex
panding range of hybrid cars. Following in
AC Propulsion’s tyre tracks, Toyota is be
lieved to have based its new design on that
electromotive industrial mainstay, the
cheap and rugged alternatingcurrent (AC)
induction motor patented by Nikola Tesla,
a SerbianAmerican inventor, back in 1888. 

Think of it as a rotating transformer,
with the primary windings residing in a
stationary casing (stator) and the second

ary conductors attached to an inner shaft
(rotor). The stator surrounds�but does not
touch�the rotor, which is free to rotate on
its axis. An alternating current applied to
the stator’s windings creates a rotating
magnetic �eld, while simultaneously in
ducing a current in the separate conduc
tors surrounding the rotor. With an alter
nating current now circulating within it,
the rotor creates a rotating magnetic �eld
of its own, which proceeds to chase the sta
tor’s rotating �eld�causing the rotor to
spin in the process and generate torque. 

Modern AC induction motors usually
have three (or more) sets of stator wind
ings, which smooths things out and allows
more torque to be generated. Such ma
chines are known as �asynchronous� mo
tors, because the rotor’s magnetic �eld
never catches up with the stator’s �eld.
That distinguishes them from �synchro

nous� motors that use a permanent mag
net in their rotors instead of a set of con
ductors. In a synchronous motor, the
stator’s rotating magnetic �eld imposes an
electromagnetic torque directly on the
�xed magnetic �eld of the rotor, causing
the latter assembly to spin on its axis in
sync with the stator �eld. Hence the name.

In the past the main problem with
asynchronous induction motors was the
di�culty of varying their speed. That is no
longer an issue, thanks to modern semi
conductor controls. Meanwhile, the induc
tion motor’s big advantage�apart from its
simplicity and ruggedness�has always
been its ability to tolerate a wide range of
temperatures. Providing adequate cooling
for the Toyota Prius’s permanentmagnet
motor adds signi�cantly to the vehicle’s
weight. An induction motor, by contrast,
can be cooled passively�and thereby dis
pense with the hefty radiator, cooling fan,
water pump and associated plumbing.

Who needs a gearbox?
Better still, by being able to tolerate tem
peratures that cause permanent magnets
to break down, an induction motor can be
pushed (albeit brie�y) to far higher levels
of performance�for, say, accelerating
while overtaking or climbing a steep hill.
Hybrid vehicles like the Toyota Prius or the
Chevrolet Volt have to rely on their petrol
engines and gearboxes for extra zip. By
contrast, the Tesla Roadster uses just one
gear�such is the �exibility of its three
phase induction motor. 

In moving to a pure induction design,
Toyota will be taking a page out of Tesla’s
book, in both senses of the name. Weigh
ing in at 115lb (52kg), the Roadster’s tiny
threephase induction motor is no bigger
than a watermelon. Yet it packs a hefty 288
horsepower (215 kilowatt) punch. More im
pressively, the motor’s 295lbft (400 new
tonmetres) of torque is available from rest
to nearly 6,000 revolutions per minute,
which eliminates the need for a conven
tional gearbox. The result is a motor that is
light, compact and remarkably e�cient. 

Overall, the Tesla Roadster achieves a
batterytowheels e�ciency of 88%. That is
three times better than a conventional car.
With its vast engineering resources, Toyota
could well do even better. And some
where, Nikola Tesla must be smiling. 7

Di�erence engine Nikola Tesla’s revenge

Transport: The car industry’s e�ort to reduce its dependence on rareearth elements has prompted a revival in the
fortunes of an oldfashioned sort of electric motor



DO YOU look for carbonfootprint la
bels on goods when shopping? If you

do, you are in a small minority. The prac
tice of adding labels to foods and other
products, showing the quantity (in grams)
of carbondioxide emissions associated
with making and transporting them, be
gan in 2007 when the world’s �rst such la
bels were applied to a handful of products
sold in Britain. The idea was that carbon la
bels would let shoppers identify products
with the smallest carbon footprints, just as
other labels already indicate dolphin
friendly tuna, organic milk or Fairtrade cof
fee. Producers would compete to reduce
the carbon footprints of their products,
and consumers would be able to tell
whether, for example, locally made goods
really were greener than imported ones.

Carbon labels have yet to become as
widely recognised by consumers as other
ecolabels, however. A survey carried out
in 2010 by Which?, a British consumer
group, found that just a �fth of British
shoppers recognised the carbon footprint

label, compared with recognition rates of
82% for Fairtrade and 54% for organic label
ling. This is understandable, because car
bon labelling is a much more recent devel
opment�organic labelling dates back to
the 1970s, and Fairtrade to the late 1980s�
and the right ways to do it are still being
worked out. Adding a carbon label to a pro
duct is a complex and often costly process
that involves tracing its ingredients back
up their respective supply chains and
through their manufacturing processes, to
work out their associated emissions. Ac
cording to 3M, an American industrial
giant that makes over 55,000 di�erent pro
ducts, this can cost $30,000 for a single pro
duct. To further confuse matters, di�erent
carbon footprinting and labelling stan
dards have emerged in di�erent countries,
preventing direct comparisons between
the various types of label.

Even so, proponents of carbon labels
now see encouraging signs of progress. In
Britain, a pioneer in carbon labelling, nine
out of ten households bought products
with carbon labels last year, albeit mostly
unwittingly, and total sales of such pro
ducts exceeded £2 billion ($3.1billion). This
exceeded the total sales of organic pro
ducts (£1.5 billion) or Fairtrade products
(£800m) and is largely due to the addition
by Tesco, Britain’s biggest retailer, of car
bon labels to more than 100 of its own
brand products, including pasta, milk,

orange juice and toilet paper. (Tesco said in
2007 that it would put carbon labels on ev
ery one of the 70,000 products it sells; so
far it has managed to label 500 products.)

�In the last 12 months, carbon footprint
ing has become common currency,� says
Harry Morrison of the Carbon Trust, a con
sultancy funded by the British government
which has footprinted more than 5,000
products worldwide, from building mate
rials to pharmaceuticals. Similar carbon
labelling initiatives have been launched in
many countries, measurement techniques
are gradually being formalised and a glo
bal standard is in the works. Although con
sumers have yet to embrace the idea, the
quiet spread of carbon labels is being dri
ven by companies, which have come to
see the value of determining the carbon
footprints of their products.

Footprinting’s �rst steps
The earliest carbonfootprint labels, which
appeared in 2007, indicated the promise of
the idea but also highlighted the complex
ity of making it work. Among the �rst pro
ducts to have carbon labels applied were
the cheeseandonion potato crisps made
by Walkers, a brand owned by PepsiCo,
which were found by the Carbon Trust to
have a footprint of 75 grams per packet.
This �gure, printed on the packet with the
Carbon Trust’s �black footprint� logo, in
cluded the emissions associated with 

Following the footprints

Environment: Carbonfootprint
labels, which indicate a product’s
environmental impact, are quietly
spreading. Consumers may not have
noticed them yet, but there is a lot
going on behind the scenes
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growing the potatoes, turning them into
crisps, packaging them, delivering them to
shops and disposing of the packaging after
use. National averages were used to calcu
late the transport and disposal emissions.

Carbon labels need not just measure
carbondioxide emissions. Where appro
priate, emissions of other greenhouse gas
es, such as nitrousoxide from soils and
methane emissions from animals, are also
taken into account. These are turned into
�carbondioxide equivalent� emissions us
ing suitable conversion factors: 1g of meth
ane is commonly taken to have the same
globalwarming potential as 21g of carbon
dioxide, for example.

The process of calculating the carbon
footprint for Walkers crisps revealed an
unexpected opportunity to save energy. It
turned out that because Walkers was buy
ing its potatoes by gross weight, farmers
were keeping their potatoes in humidi�ed
sheds to increase the water content. Walk
ers then had to fry the sliced potatoes for
longer to drive out the extra moisture. By
switching to buying potatoes by dry
weight, Walkers could reduce frying time
by 10% and farmers could avoid the cost of
humidi�cation. Both measures saved
money and energy and reduced the car
bon footprint of the �nal product.

The value of carbon footprinting and
labelling lies in identifying these sorts of
savings, rather than informing consumers
or making companies look green. Accord
ing to a report issued in 2009 by the Tyn
dall Centre for Climate Change Research at
the University of Manchester, in England,
�the main bene�ts of carbon labelling are
likely to be incurred not via communica
tion of emissions values to consumers, but
upstream via manufacturers looking for
additional ways to reduce emissions.� It is
not so much the label itself that matters, in
other words, but the process that must be
gone through to create it. Walkers has re
duced the footprint of its crisps by 7% since
the introduction of its �rst carbon labels.
Indeed, to use the Carbon Trust’s label,
companies must do more than just mea
sure the footprint of a product: they must
commit themselves to reducing it.

Another of the early products to receive
a carbon label was a shampoo sold by
Boots, a British pharmacy chain. Shampoo
is an example of a product where the foot
print associated with using the product�
the socalled �use phase� emissions�can
be comparable to, or even greater than, the
manufacturing footprint. Initially, says Mr
Morrison, the Carbon Trust’s carbon labels
did not include usephase emissions, be

cause these can vary enormously depend
ing on consumer behaviour. The emis
sions associated with a bottle of shampoo
depend on how long you spend in the
shower, how hot the water is and what
sort of boiler you have.

For many products, in short, the manu
facturing footprint does not give the full
picture. This is particularly true for electri
cal goods that are designed to use less ener
gy. Improving energye�ciency often in
volves more elaborate manufacturing
processes that increase the product’s
manufacturing footprint. But in use, such
products use less energy, so their overall
footprint, considered over their entire life
cycle, is smaller. A good example is �at
screen LCD televisions compared with old
style cathoderaytube models. �The ener
gy consumption in use has got much bet
ter, but the manufacturing process has got
more complicated,� says Mr Morrison. As
a result, the Carbon Trust’s carbon labels
now include usephase emissions. These
are estimated by making statistical as
sumptions about consumer behaviour.

For some goods, customer behaviour
can make a dramatic di�erence to the use
phase emissions. A life cycle analysis car
ried out for Levi Strauss, an American mak
er of casual wear, found that 57% of the car
bon footprint of its 501jeans was due to the
emissions associated with washing them�
assuming, that is, that the jeans were
washed in warm water and machine
dried. Washing them in cold water and
drying them on a line, however, reduces
the usephase emissions by 90%. Adding
this sort of information to product labels
can encourage buyers to minimise the use
phase emissions�but only if they actually
read the label and act on its advice.

Given such wide variations, socalled
�product category� rules are needed to en
sure comparability between carbon labels
on similar products. Those productcatego
ry rules, in turn, must be harmonised be
tween countries to ensure compatibility
between carbonlabelling schemes, which
are growing in number and diversity.

In Japan the Ministry of Economy,
Trade and Industry launched a calculation
and labelling programme in 2008 which
has signed up more than 300 retailers and
manufacturers. As part of this scheme
METI has established productcategory
rules for 53 products. South Korea’s envi
ronment ministry has introduced a �CooL
label�, now sported by over 220 products,
including furniture, rice and consumer
electronics. In Thailand the government is
piloting labels on 65 products from Tshirts

to ceramic tiles, and is developing product
category rules for rice, textiles and chicken.
Other labels have been launched in Amer
ica, Canada, Switzerland and Sweden.

But the country that is now making the
running is France. Casino, a French retail
chain, introduced carbon labels on 100 of
its ownbrand products in 2008 and has
since added labels to another 400 items. Its
Carbon Index labels show the carbon foot
print per 100g of �nal product (usephase
emissions are not included). E. Leclerc, an
other French retailer, has pioneered two
novel twists on carbon labelling in a hand
ful of its stores. It has �xed labels to store
shelves showing the carbon emissions per
kilogram of produce next to the usual price
tags showing cost per kilogram. And by
roughly estimating the carbon footprints
of 20,000 of its products (by dividing them
into 600 generic categories) it can produce
a total footprint for an entire trolley of
goods that appears on the store receipt.
Signs show consumers how their trolley’s
footprint compares with the average.

The French exception
These initiatives by French retailers are be
ing backed by government action. A year
long experiment will begin in July, involv
ing 168 �rms in a range of industries, to ap
ply carbon labels to products including
clothing, furniture and cleaning products.
An accompanying campaign will try to
raise awareness of carbon labels among
consumers. This is a prelude to the
planned introduction of compulsory car
bonlabelling rules, possibly as soon as
2012, which will apply to imported goods
as well as those made in France. The new
rules, devised by AFNOR, the French Stan
dards Agency, require labels to show more
than just the carbon footprint. Depending
on the product category, they must also in
clude other environmental data, such as
the product’s water footprint and impact
on biodiversity. Productcategory rules
have already been drawn up by AFNOR

and the French environment ministry for 

�It is not so much the label itself that matters, but
the process that must be gone through to create it.�
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2 shoes, wood, furniture, shampoo and fab
ric chairs. The project is the result of Gre
nelle 2, a law passed in 2010 which marks
the �rst time a government has tried to
make environmental labelling mandatory.

Other European countries will be
watching the French experiment closely,
not least because their own exporters may
soon have to adhere to the French rules. In
evitably this has led to calls for a European
standard for carbon labelling. Last year the
European Commission asked Ernst &
Young, a consultancy, to evaluate and com
pare the various footprinting schemes in
use in Europe. It found wide variation be
tween them. �We are de�nitely at the early
stage,� says Eric Mugnier, E&Y’s director of
environment and sustainability. Not all
carbonlabelling schemes are veri�ed by
independent third parties, for example, or
include usephase emissions. The Euro
pean Commission’s Institute for Environ
ment and Sustainability is about to launch
an analysis of footprinting methods.

Meanwhile, e�orts to re�ne and har
monise carbon footprinting and labelling
at a global level are advancing. Britain’s
standard, called PAS 2050, which was pub
lished in 2008, is highly regarded and has
in�uenced standardsetting elsewhere. In
France, Casino is adjusting its footprinting
methodology to bring it into line with PAS

2050 by including usephase emissions,
for example. The British standard has also
helped shape the two global productfoot
printing standards that are now in the
works: ISO 14067, being drawn up by the
International Organisation for Standard
isation, based in Geneva, and the GHG Pro
tocol, a project backed by two environ
mental lobby groups, the World Resources
Institute and the World Business Council
for Sustainable Development. 

The ISO standard is expected to be �nal
ised in 2012, and the GHG Protocol stan
dards will be released in September. Co
operation between the two bodies should
ensure that their standards are highly com
patible. �The marketplace is asking for one
standard�not di�erent ways in di�erent
countries. Otherwise, it becomes a trade
barrier,� says Pankaj Bhatia, director of the
GHG Protocol. There will still be details to
�ll in. But the movement towards a global
set of standards is clear.

That will be reassuring for companies
worried about multiple sets of standards
and a growing carboncounting bureauc
racy. The di�cult part remains, however:
working with their networks of suppliers
to determine, and then reduce, the carbon
footprints of their products. This is a tricky

area, says Mr Morrison, because suppliers
may worry that revealing information
about their processes for carbonmeasure
ment purposes �becomes a back door to a
debate about price�. Yet engaging suppliers
is vital, because many �rms have direct
control over only a small part of their pro
ducts’ footprints. Gold’n Plump Poultry, a
large American chicken producer, found
that its own operations accounted for just
22% of the footprint of each chicken; 50%
of the footprint came from the production
of corn and soyabased chicken feed.

For some �rms, such as food companies

and retailers, the lion’s share of their emis
sions takes the form of these �indirect�
emissions produced elsewhere. Tesco, for
example, reckons its supply chain pro
duces ten times the emissions of its direct
operations (heating and lighting stores and
o�ces, and so forth), and that consumer
emissions may be ten times as big again.
Similarly, Walmart, the world’s largest re
tailer, estimates that 90% of its emissions
emanate from its supply chain of over
120,000 companies. 

Only by working closely with suppli
ers, and encouraging them to collaborate
and pool expertise, will it be possible to
streamline the footprinting process and la
bel hundreds or thousands of products,
says David North, director of corporate af
fairs at Tesco. His �rm is working with Uni
lever, Procter & Gamble, PepsiCo and
CocaCola, under the auspices of the Con

sumer Goods Forum, an industry body, to
make carbon measurement easier for sup
pliers. �The process has to be simpli�ed for
us and others to get to scale,� he says.

Existing footprinting standards already
allow for some simpli�cation. Emissions
from building factories or manufacturing
capital equipment are not included, for ex
ample.�We have tried to strike a pragmatic
balance, to do this in enough detail that
you can �nd e�ciencies and inform con
sumers, but not go to the extreme that this
is so expensive that it can’t be deployed at
scale,� says Mr Morrison.

Dieter Helm, an energypolicy expert at
the University of Oxford, proposes a col
ourcoded scheme that lets consumers see
which products in a given category have
biggerthanaverage footprints, and which
have smallerthanaverage footprints. Un
like precise �gures in grams, this would be
easier for consumers to understand and for
companies to compile. And arguments be
tween retailers and suppliers about whose
products were greener would helpfully
raise consumer awareness, he says.

The power of the label
Given the international nature of many
supply chains, the process of working out
products’ carbon footprints is also helping
to change the way carbon emissions are
reckoned. Rather than totting up national
totals, it makes more sense to think about
crossborder carbon �ows. �This helps you
understand our emissions are happening
around the world,� says Mr Morrison.

Between 1990 and 2008, for example,
European Union countries reduced total
carbon emissions in their own territories
by 6%. But this improvement was almost
exactly cancelled out by the extra emis
sions associated with goods imported into
the EU from China, according to a recent
study by Glen Peters at the Centre for Inter
national Climate and Environment Re
search, in Oslo, and his colleagues. Add in
other imports of such �embodied� carbon
emissions from other countries, and Eu
rope’s overall carbon emissions actually
increased by 6% over that period.

By getting �rms to assess and reduce the
emissions of products with imported in
puts, however, carbon footprinting gives
�rms in the rich world a motive to cut emis
sions in the developing world, through e�
ciencies and investment in clean technol
ogies. Carbon labels promise to make
carbon footprints and carbon �ows visi
ble. But making them work on a large scale
will involve striking the right balance be
tween accuracy and practicality. 7

�Engaging suppliers is vital. Many �rms control only
a small part of their products’ footprints.�
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IN THE �rst few days of the Yom Kippur
war in October 1973, Israeli armoured un

its were attacked by Egyptian forces armed
with Sovietmade antitank missiles. The
Israelis �su�ered wholesale destruction�,
according to an American Army manual
written soon afterwards to help counter
the weapon in question. There was not
much that could be done. As the American
guide noted, the missile system�called
Sagger by Western forces�could be carried
in a suitcase, launched and steered using a
joystick to hit a target 3km (1.9 miles) away.
It would then penetrate any vehicle ar
mour in existence.

Tanks had been destroyed with weap
ons carried by foot soldiers before; Ameri
ca introduced its M1 Bazooka during the
second world war. But never had infantry
so decimated armoured vehicles. Of Isra
el’s roughly 2,120 tanks, about 840 were de
stroyed during the 20day war. The era
when �the tank was king� had ended, says
Keith Brendley, head of Artis, an American
�rm that develops protection systems for
military vehicles. Since then antitank mu
nitions have become even more powerful,
but steel armours have improved little.
Now, however, aided with new materials
and advanced sensors, a promising and

eclectic array of alternative and often inge
nious new forms of armour is emerging. 

Antitank missiles and rocketpropelled
grenades (RPGs) penetrate armour with a
shaped charge. This explodes after the tip
of the warhead has sunk into the target.
The brunt of the blast is projected straight
ahead, forcing a powerful spike of metal,
usually copper, into and through the ar
mour. Using steel alone, few vehicles to
day could carry enough armour to stop
even an inexpensive RPG reliably. 

Armour that explodes? Yes, really
To provide added protection, engineers
have developed explosivereactive ar
mour. This involves covering parts of a ve
hicle with bricks of plastic explosives
sandwiched between metal plates. When
a warhead hits the outer metal plate, the
explosives underneath (also specially
shaped) detonate and force the sandwich
to rapidly bulge as the plates move apart.
This can shear the armourpiercing spike
into bits, which are then less likely to pierce
the underlying armour.

The Israel Defence Forces, shaken by
their losses during the Yom Kippur war, de
veloped an early but e�ective explosivere
active armour that kept tank losses excep

tionally light during the 1982 Lebanon war.
The innovation, however, created a new
problem: the explosive bricks generate
shrapnel which can kill nearby infantry or
civilians. As a result, when America’s Bra
dley and Stryker �ghting vehicles are clad
in explosivereactive armour they are not
used in civilian areas.

Dynamit Nobel Defence, based in Bur
bach, Germany, is marketing a new metal
free explosive armour, called CLARA, that
limits the number of such �ying frag
ments. (The replacement materials are se
cret.) But no army has purchased it. De
fence o�cials with one western European
government have expressed concern that
the extra protection to their armouredve
hicle crews would come at too great a cost:
even explosive armours that produce less
shrapnel could unacceptably endanger
people near vehicles. Peter Lehniger of Dy
namit Nobel Defence concedes that the ar
mour �may not be, from a moral point of
view, a good tradeo��.

Engineers are �nding ways to use less
explosive material. OJSC NII Stali, a Rus
sian manufacturer, claims that by 2008 its
reactive armour required only a quarter of
the amount of explosives used in its 1999
version, but provided just as much protec
tion. The earlier model’s explosives deto
nated three to �ve microseconds after a
warhead strike. Such �sluggishness�, ac
cording to the �rm, has been eliminated,
reducing the penetrating power of the
spike. A danger, however, is that fasterre
acting, moresensitive explosives might
detonate accidentally if hit by a bullet or
another vehicle.

OJSC NII Stali and others are now de
veloping nonexplosive reactive armour,
known as NxRA. This uses �energetic� but
nondetonating rubberlike materials.
Sandwiched between hard plates, they
discharge a rapidly expanding gas to ab
sorb energy from a warhead. The gas
pushes out the external layer of armour so
that it encounters the emerging spike at a
glancing angle. �Bulging armour�, as this
system is sometimes called, also increases
the distance a spike must travel to enter the
crew compartment.

Nonexplosive reactive armours typi
cally provide less stopping power, but they
have an advantage in countering �tandem
charge� munitions from systems like
America’s shoulderlaunched Javelin and
aircraftlaunched Hell�re missiles. Once a
brick of explosive armour detonates, that
spot becomes more vulnerable to a second
charge carried towards the rear of the same
munition and detonated about 500 micro

The armour strikes back

Military technology: Better protection systems based on a range of new
technologies are helping to keep armoured vehicles in the �ght
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kill a tank crew without even penetrating
the armour. A highexplosive munition
known as �squash head�, �red by some
British tanks, �attens a ball of plastic explo
sives against an armoured vehicle. It im
mediately explodes, transmitting a com
pression shock wave into the crew
compartment, where it strips o� �spall��
�akes of metal, some the size of a frisbee�
that �y into occupants. Summing up the
outlook for vehicle survivability, Stuart
Wheeler, an armour expert at the Tank Mu
seum in Bovington, England, says: �It looks
grim.� Armour and vehicle designers, he
says, are still looking for a comeback.

Fight �re with �re
It may be on the way. On March 1st an RPG

was �red at an Israeli tank patrolling near
the Gaza Strip security barrier. A radar sys
tem on the tank tracked the incoming war
head, feeding data to a computerised gun
that shot it down with a small burst of pro
jectiles. Israel plans to deploy the system,
called Trophy, more widely. Daniel Klein,
an armaments o�cial at the EDA, reckons
that the foiled attack, probably the �rst of
its kind, bodes well for defending military
vehicles. An additional bene�t, he be
lieves, is that Trophy and other socalled
�active protection� systems are light
weight. Some modern military vehicles
have become so heavy with armour that

their manoeuvrability is
impaired and they are
unable to use certain
roads and bridges.

Iron Curtain, another
activeprotection system,

has been developed for
American forces by Artis. It
uses radar and optical sen
sors to calculate the trajec

tory of an incoming warhead,
and then intercepts it with a
projectile �red from a roof

rack (pictured). The impact
causes the warhead to combust

before it hits the armour. Mr Leh
niger, of Dynamit Nobel Defence, says

that Iron Curtain and similar systems
might be able to defeat his �rm’s Panzer
faust 3 missile. If so, the achievement will
be especially instructive to those who, de
cades ago, considered protecting vehicles
to be a doomed endeavour. 7

a vehicle or toss it over. SJH Projects, a
small British company, has developed a so
called �stone sponge� material that, �xed
to a vehicle’s undercarriage, partially ab
sorbs the blast. XPT, as it is called, is a
roughly 2cmthick sheet of silica particles
glued together with a strong, heatresistant
resin. Small pores, visible with a magnify
ing glass, channel the blast into mazes of
microchambers. As they are destroyed,
the blastenergy is absorbed. It costs about
$17,000 to protect a jeepsized vehicle us
ing XPT, and it only works once. Steve Hol
land, the owner of SJH Projects, says NATO

trials with crashtest dummies show that
the material dramatically reduces spine
and skeletal injuries. 

Does this mean armour is catching up
with weapons technology? Hardly. Ar
mour is getting better, but weapons are get
ting deadlier. Consider the Panzerfaust 3
(literally, �tank�st�), a shoulder�red anti
tank guided missile that �ies at more than
720kph (450mph). After striking its target,
the exploding warhead shoots out a spike
of copper at more than 7km a second
(25,200kph) with enough energy to blast
through a metre of steel, or any armoured
vehicle used today, according to its manu
facturer, Dynamit Nobel Defence. (Like
many defence suppliers, it makes both
weapons and antiweapon systems.) 

Moreover, some munitions can

The new Iron Curtain

seconds later. Rubbery nonexplosive ar
mour, in contrast, often remains partially
intact. Socalled �cage� armour can pro
vide additional protection against tandem
charges: metal bars (or even a strong fabric
like material) can make a warhead’s �rst
charge detonate a couple of dozen centi
metres away from the vehicle.

With a clean hit, the Russianmade
RPG7, the most widely used antitank
weapon, can sometimes penetrate more
than 25cm of solid steel. A more recent
model, the RPG29, is even more formida
ble. To counter it, some European Union
countries are developing electric armour.
This consists of two electrically charged
metal plates separated by an insulating
layer. The idea is that when hit, the metal in
a projectile shorts the two charged plates
together, forming a circuit and releasing a
surge of electricity which can break the
warhead up.

Antoine Vincent, in charge of electric
armour for the European Defence Agency
(EDA), says it has tested well against RPGs.
A study by BMT Defence Services, a British
�rm, notes that electric armour, being
lightweight, makes it easier to airlift vehi
cles. Even so, neither BMT nor the EDA

think the technology will be deployed
soon. It has proven di�cult to rearm the
metal plates from batteries fast enough to
zap the second charge of a tandem war
head. Some of the powermanagement
technologies being developed for electric
vehicles may help on that front. But, says
Mr Vincent, electric armour still does not
deliver enough electricity to fry the metal
in many kineticenergy projectiles, which
destroy armour with their impact. An RPG

warhead may eject a copper spike weigh
ing several hundred grams. Kineticenergy
projectiles can weigh several kilograms.

Another approach is to use new materi
als. Steel armour performs well against a
powerful, broad blast, but if the energy is
focused on a small spot the metal can
�melt like butter�, says an engineer with an
American manufacturer of armoured ve
hicles. To cope with that, scientists have
developed hard ceramic composites
made from rubber and epoxy resins.
Unlike steel, they respond to tremen
dous pressure by snapping. This action
can break up a projectile or a shaped
charge. A ceramic armour called Dorches
ter Level 2, used on British Challenger 2
tanks, is reportedly at least three times as
resistant to some strikes as the same
weight of steel.

The shockwave from a buried �impro
vised explosive device� (IED) can tear into
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HAVE computers stopped getting faster?
If you looked only at the clock speeds

of microprocessor chips, you might well
think so. A modern PC typically has a pro
cessor running at 3.0GHz (3 billion clock
ticks per second), little changed from a PC

made three or four years ago. Clock speeds,
which used to double every couple of
years, have stopped increasing because as
chips are clocked at higher speeds they be
come di�cult to cool and much less ener
gye�cient. Instead, extra oomph has
been added in recent years by packaging
multiple processing engines, or �cores�, in
side a single chip. Modern PCs and laptops
typically have dualcore processors (such
as the Intel Core i3) and some have quad
core or even sixcore chips.

You might expect a sixcore machine to
be six times faster than a machine with a
singlecore microprocessor. Yet for most
tasks it is not. That is because nearly all
software is still designed to run on a single
core chip; in other words, it is designed to
do only one thing at a time. A few pieces of
specialist software can take advantage of
multiple cores: imageprocessing software,
for example, may divide up a di�cult task
and farm it out to multiple cores to get it

done faster, combining the results when
each core has �nished its work. And the
computer’s operating system may be able
to assign di�erent tasks to di�erent cores,
to ensure that, for example, video playback
in a web browser does not slow down
while a hard disk is scanned for viruses.
But your spellchecker will not run six
times faster on a sixcore machine unless it
has been specially written to share out the
work between the available cores, so that
they can tackle the job in parallel.

�We’re not going to have faster proces
sors,� says Katherine Yelick, a computer
scientist at the Lawrence Berkeley Nation
al Laboratory in California. Instead, mak
ing software run faster in the future will
mean using parallelprogramming tech
niques. This will be a huge shift. At present,
mainstream programs written for PCs
(such as wordprocessor software), and
specialist programs written for supercom
puters with thousands of processors (such
as climatemodelling or proteinfolding
software), are written using entirely di�er
ent tools, languages and techniques. After
all, software written for one sort of mach
ine is not expected to work on the other.

But the distinction between the two is
slowly breaking down. Intel, the world’s
biggest chipmaker, has demonstrated a 48
core processor, and chips with hundreds of
cores seem likely within a few years. What
was once an obscure academic problem�
�nding ways to make it easy to write soft
ware that can take full advantage of the

power of parallel processing�is rapidly be
coming a problem for the whole industry.
Unless it is solved, notes David Smith of
Gartner, a marketresearch �rm, there will
be a growing divide between computers’
theoretical and actual performance.

Not the road to riches
Surely this problem will be solved by some
bright young entrepreneur who will de
vise a new parallelprogramming lan
guage and make a fortune in the process?
Alas, designing languages does not seem
to provide a path to fame and riches. Even
the inventors of successful languages are
mostly unknown within the industry, let
alone outside it. Can you name the inven
tors of COBOL, C, Java or Python? (The an
swers are Grace Murray Hopper, Dennis
Ritchie, James Gosling and Guido van Ros
sum.) �There are thousands of program
ming languages, and only a handful are
used by more than their inventors,� notes
David Patterson, a computer scientist at
the University of California at Berkeley.

Parallelprogramming languages in par
ticular tend to languish in academic obscu
rity. There are dozens of them�by one
count, more than a hundred. None is pop
ular. The reasons for this neglect are simple
and longstanding, says Craig Mundie,
chief research and strategy o�cer at Micro
soft. He spent most of the 1980s and early
1990s at Alliant, a supercomputing com
pany he cofounded that planned to con
vert ordinary (or �sequential�) software 

Parallel bars

Computing: Parallel programming,
once an obscure niche, is the focus of
increasing interest as �multicore�
chips proliferate in ordinary PCs
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2 into parallel software automatically. But
there was little demand, because most ex
isting programs do not lend themselves to
running in parallel. Making e�cient paral
lel software means starting from scratch.

Dr Patterson likens parallel program
ming to having ten reporters each write a
paragraph of a news story. They might get
the story written ten times faster than any
one of them could on his own, but will it
make much sense? Throwing 100 or 1,000
reporters at the same problem does not
help�instead, the task becomes even more
di�cult, because each reporter must coor
dinate his actions with the others. In prac
tice, that may involve a lot of waiting
around for others to complete their sub
tasks. And what happens if two writers
both end up waiting for each other? In the
world of parallel programming, the result
ing stoppage is known as �deadlock�.

Another obstacle to parallel program
ming is cultural. �Our conscious minds
tend to think in terms of serial steps,� says
Steve Scott, chief technology o�cer at
Cray, a storied maker of supercomputers.
(A Cray machine was, until November
2010, the world’s fastest generalpurpose
supercomputer.) Undergraduate courses
tend to focus on sequential programming�
not surprisingly, since the industry is still
dominated by sequential code except in a
few specialist niches, and most program
mers spend their time maintaining or ex
tending old code, rather than writing en
tirely new code. At SC10, a computing
conference held in New Orleans in No
vember 2010, experts discussed the need
to change curricula and update textbooks
to re�ect the growing demand for parallel
programming skills in generalpurpose
computing, and not just in scienti�c com
puting. This will take years.

A further di�culty is the lack of tools
for working with parallel code, such as
compilers, to translate humanreadable
code into something a microprocessor can
run, and debuggers to �nd mistakes. De
bugging code on a parallel machine with
hundreds or thousands of cores creates un
ique problems, and may be the biggest sin
gle challenge facing parallel programming,
says Charles Holland of the Defence Ad
vanced Research Projects Agency
(DARPA), the researchfunding agency of
America’s Department of Defence. In all, it
is not hard to see why there has been so lit
tle progress in parallel programming, even
though multicore chips have been wide
spread for �ve years.

But e�orts are being made to get things
moving. DARPA, renowned for its role in

catalysing the development of the inter
net, has been taking a topdown approach.
In 2001 it challenged America’s computer
makers to build a new generation of high
performance supercomputers that are
both easier for programmers to use and far
more powerful than existing machines.
The DARPA challenge included the devel
opment of new parallel languages and
programming tools, in addition to hard
ware. The hope is that as these new ma
chines are adopted (the �rst, IBM’s Mira,
will go into operation at the Argonne Na
tional Laboratory in 2012), there will be a

�trickle down� e�ect as their parallelpro
gramming tools become widely used.

As part of the project IBM has devel
oped a parallelprogramming language
called X10. Cray, the other �nalist in the
DARPA scheme, is developing a parallel
programming language called Chapel,
which is designed to allow code to run on
everything from a multicore desktop
machine to a huge supercomputer. Both
X10 and Chapel are entirely new lan
guages, though they are intended to be ap
proachable by programmers who are fa
miliar with other languages. 

Parallelise this
Intel and Microsoft, meanwhile, are taking
a bottomup approach. Intel in particular
has a direct commercial interest in promot
ing parallel programming, because if soft
ware is unable to make full use of the com
puting horsepower of its chips, customers
will be less inclined to upgrade their hard
ware. Microsoft, meanwhile, wants to en
sure that it maintains its position as a lead
ing provider of programming tools. The
two companies have invested a total of

$16m in two new parallelcomputing re
search centres at the University of Califor
nia at Berkeley (led by Dr Patterson) and
the University of Illinois at UrbanaCham
paign, with the speci�c aim of producing
tools to program multicore systems.

Rather than devising entirely new par
allel languages, Intel and Microsoft have
focused on extending existing languages,
such as C++ and Fortran, by adding support
for parallel coding. This lets programmers
use tools and languages that they already
know well. The two �rms’ marketing mus
cle should help promote adoption, says
Marc Snir, the head of the parallelcomput
ing research centre at the University of Illi
nois and a veteran of the parallelprogram
ming �eld. Intel, for example, has recently
been promoting new parallelprogram
ming tools that help programmers take ad
vantage of its latest family of multicore
processors, known as Sandy Bridge, each
of which has between two and eight cores.

Meanwhile, a group of obscure pro
gramming languages used in academia
seems to be making slow but steady pro
gress, crunching large amounts of data in
industrial applications and behind the
scenes at large websites. Two examples are
Erlang and Haskell, both of which are
�functional programming� languages.

Such languages are based on a highly
mathematical programming style (based
on the evaluation of functions) that is very
di�erent from traditional, �imperative�
languages (based on a series of com
mands). This puts many programmers o�.
But functional languages turn out to be
very well suited to parallel programming.
Erlang was originally developed by Erics
son for use in telecoms equipment, and the
language has since been adopted else
where: it powers Facebook’s chat feature,
for example. Another novel language is
Scala, which aims to combine the best of
both functional and traditional languages.
It is used to run the Twitter, LinkedIn and
Foursquare websites, among others. 

The problem is still far from solved. But
serious e�orts are �nally being made to
make parallel programming easier and
more approachable. Will the tools to take
advantage of multicore chips come from a
trickledown of highend scienti�c com
puting techniques, the extension of exist
ing programming languages or the spread
of previously obscure languages, driven
by the needs of web developers? More
than one of these paths may prove success
ful. And, appropriately enough, the search
for new parallelprogramming techniques
is itself a parallel process. 7

�Serious e�orts are being made to make parallel
programming easier and more approachable.�
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EYES can reveal an awful lot about some
body. Look into someone’s eyes and

you can tell if he is happy or sad, truthful
or insincere, sober or drunk. By peering
deeper still, ophthalmologists are even
able to gauge a person’s health, spotting far
more than just conditions that a�ect the
eye itself: hypertension and brain tumours
can also be diagnosed by examining the
retina. Eyes are in many respects windows
on the body, even if they are not quite win
dows on the soul.

And now contact lenses, normally used
to bring the outside world into focus, are
making it possible to peer back in through
these windows. The idea of �smart� con
tact lenses that can superimpose informa
tion on the wearer’s �eld of view has been
around for a while, but contact lenses are
also being developed that use embedded
sensors and electronics to monitor disease
and dispense drugs. Such devices may
eventually be able to measure the level of
cholesterol or alcohol in your blood and
�ash up an appropriate warning.

The technology has huge potential,
says Babak Parviz, a researcher at the Uni
versity of Washington, in Seattle, who is
one of the pioneers of smart contact
lenses. Such lenses could act as both sen
sors and displays, providing new ways for
data to pass in and out of the body. By add
ing tiny lightemitting elements to contact
lenses, it is becoming possible to map digi
tal images directly onto the wearer’s �eld
of vision to create a headup display or
augmentedreality overlay that requires
no glasses, screen or headset. �The ulti
mate goal would be to have a fully �edged
display,� says Dr Parviz.

The �rst smart contact lenses are al
ready on the market. The Trigger�sh,
created by Sensimed, a spino� from the
Swiss Federal Institute of Technology in
Lausanne, is a wirelessly powered contact
lens designed to help people with glauco
ma manage their treatment. It does this by
continuously measuring the curvature of
the eye over a 24hour period using a tiny
strain gauge, built using microelectrome
chanical system (MEMS) technology,
which is incorporated into the lens. 

In patients with glaucoma, �uid builds
up within the eye and puts pressure on the
optic nerve. If it isn’t treated correctly this
can irreversibly damage the patient’s vi
sion, says JeanMarc Wismer, Sensimed’s

chief executive. But determining the cor
rect drug treatment depends upon �rst
knowing when during the day the intraoc
ular pressure (IOP) peaks.

The pro�le of this pressure is believed
to follow characteristic circadian patterns.
But at the moment there is no technology
that can measure it continuously. �The
standard today is to place patients in a lab
oratory for 24 hours,� says Mr Wismer.
During this time a patient’s IOP can be
measured every few hours using a stan
dard machine called a Goldmann tonome
ter. But although this approach can mea
sure the IOP very e�ectively, it is unable to
do so continuously.

An eye for an eye
By measuring the changes in the curvature
of the eye caused by a buildup of internal
pressure, Sensimed’s Trigger�sh lens can
build up a much more accurate pro�le. In
addition to the strain gauge, all the elec
tronics required to handle the signalpro
cessing and communications are embed
ded within the silicone lens (pictured).

An induction loop is used to power the
device and to relay data from the lens to a
receiver worn by the patient. (Induction
loops are also used to power hearingaid
implants without the need for trouble
some wires.) Since the end of 2010 the 

Look into my eyes

Biotechnology: Smart contact lenses
exploit the unusual characteristics
of the eye to diagnose disease,
deliver drugs and more besides
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2 technology has been available in eight
European countries, and approval in
America is expected by the end of this year,
according to Mr Wismer. �We currently
have about 200 patients in total,� he says. 

The device does have one signi�cant
drawback, however. The short range of the
inductionloop antenna in the lens means
the external antenna has to be very close to
the eye: taped around the eye socket, in
fact. Wearing a small chip in your eye (nor
mal vision is not impaired) looks strange
enough, but having a giant monocle taped
to your head looks stranger still.

It is less than ideal, Mr Wismer admits,
but his �rm’s device is not meant to be
worn continuously. Instead, the idea is that
it would be worn for 24 hours once every
six months or so. The hope is that this de
vice will help to improve the treatment of
glaucoma by illuminating the relationship
between variations in the IOP and the pro
gression of the disease.

Another smart contact lens is, however,
designed to be worn continuously. Al
though still under development, this lens
is aimed at treating diseases rather than
monitoring them. It has been developed
by Daniel Kohane, a professor of anaesthe
siology and director of the Laboratory for
Biomaterials and Drug Delivery at the
Children’s Hospital in Boston. His smart
lenses are designed to release drugs slowly
into the eye over a long period. 

Compared with the simplicity of eye
drops this may seem a bit over the top, but
there are very good reasons to develop this
sort of technology, says Dr Kohane. �Eye
drops are not very e�cient�only a small
fraction actually gets into the eye,� he says.
�But the bigger problem is compliance.� A
common problem with ophthalmic dis
eases is that patients fail to apply their eye
drops as prescribed. �Things that should
work don’t work, and that leads to an esca
lation of the disease and the therapy.�

A new perspective on drug delivery
Dr Kohane’s solution is to create a type of
contact lenses that has encapsulated with
in it a pouch containing a drug. �It’s a �at
toroid or doughnut made out of a perme
able polymer that contains the drug,� he
says. �As the �lm degrades it releases the
drug, leaching out slowly.� The payload
could be almost anything, such as a pain
killer, an antibiotic or an antiin�amma
tory drug. In vitro experiments have
showed that such a lens could continue to
release cipro�oxacin, an antibiotic, in a
controlled manner for more than 100 days.

The current design is purely passive,

but Dr Kohane is now working on a ver
sion that can be triggered in response to a
particular stimulus. If his lens were to be
combined with sensors like those found in
the Trigger�sh, for example, it would be
possible to monitor the IOP and deliver
glaucoma drugs when it peaks. But there
are other things that have to be taken into
account. �If I cough, my IOP goes up,� says
Dr Kohane. A smart contact lens would
have to be clever enough to cope with this. 

An additional concern is the e�ect his
therapeutic lens may have on the wearer’s
vision. �A concern is that as the drug is re
leased, the change in shape will alter the
focus of the patient,� says Dr Kohane. This
is one reason why the pouch is doughnut
shaped, so that it wraps around the pupil
without obscuring the wearer’s vision. �As
far as we can tell that doesn’t change it
much,� he says.

Smart contact lenses don’t just have to
focus on monitoring or treating the eyes.
Dr Parviz has been developing a di�erent
type of lens intended for monitoring glu
cose levels in people with diabetes. The
eye is a surprisingly good place to do this
noninvasively, because glucose levels in
tear �uid correspond directly to those in
the blood, he says. This means levels can
be continuously gauged without so much
as a pinprick.

To measure the glucose level Dr Parviz
uses a technique called amperometric
sensing that involves measuring the
changes in tiny currents between sets of
electrodes. Like the Trigger�sh, the lens is
powered and communicates wirelessly.
But his design has a greater range, so no in
duction loop around the eye is needed.

Tests on rabbits have showed that the
lenses work and can detect even very low

glucose levels, says Dr Parviz. But there is a
problem with using amperometric sens
ing: the electrodes are not sealed within
the lens, and therefore are exposed. Pro
teins then build up on the sensors, a�ect
ing their operation and reducing the useful
lifespan of the lens. It is possible that clean
ing the lens regularly could reduce this pro
blem, but it is unclear what e�ect lens
cleaning �uid would have on its builtin
electronics. Tears also pose a problem, be
cause they contain electrically charged at
oms, or ions, which interfere with the oper
ation of the smart lens’s builtin antenna.

As with Sensimed’s device, all the elec
tronics and sensors in Dr Parviz’s contact
lens are located outside the central area of
the lens, to avoid interference with the
wearer’s vision. But Dr Parviz wants to add
display elements, in the form of tiny em
bedded lightemitting diodes (LEDs), to his
lenses so that they can overlay informa
tion on the wearer’s �eld of view.

Dr Parviz has already demonstrated
that red and blue dots, or pixels, can in
deed be embedded in lenses, though green
will also be required to create a fullcolour
display. He has shown that the pixels can
be powered wirelessly and he has demon
strated that he can shrink the optics re
quired to bring these dots of light into fo
cus, even when they are so close to the eye.
So far, however, the closest Dr Parviz has
come to creating an actual display is a lens
containing a grid of just eight pixels. 

Given the ubiquity of highde�nition
screens containing millions of pixels this
may not seem very impressive. But it is
worth remembering that this is much
more di�cult than creating normal dis
plays. Quite apart from the challenges of
powering such a small device and bringing
the pixels into focus, the small size of a con
tact lens means that the pixels will have to
be much smaller than those in a typical
computer monitor or mobilephone dis
play in order to provide a similar resolu
tion. �Our smallest ones are about 50 mi
crons across,� he says. �We can de�nitely
make them smaller.� He will have to: a
pixel on a highresolution iPhone screen,
by comparison, is about 80 microns (mil
lionths of a metre) across.

It is still early days for this new �eld. Dr
Parviz’s immediate goals are to build sim
ple, lowresolution displays, and to devel
op other types of biosensor, such as one
capable of measuring lacticacid levels in
athletes during training. As he and other
researchers develop smart contact lenses
with new capabilities, this is a technology
that is worth keeping an eye on. 7

�Tears contain charged atoms which interfere with
the operation of a smart lens’s builtin antenna.�

A sight for sore eyes, perhaps
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�THERE is no dramatic distinction
between the processes of the

weather and the workings of the human
brain,� says Stephen Wolfram, a physicist
and the founder of Wolfram Research, a
software company. �There isn’t anything
incredibly special about intelligence, it’s
just sophisticated computational work
that has grown up throughout human
history.� Dr Wolfram is hardly the �rst
scientist to compare the human brain to a
computer. Alan Turing, who helped devel
op the precursors of today’s program
mable computers during the second
world war, began considering the pos
sibility of thinking machines in the 1940s.
The di�erence is that Dr Wolfram claims to
have succeeded in codifying vast areas of
human knowledge and even replicating
supposedly uniquely human attributes
such as creativity.

�One of my realisations, or maybe it’s
just a piece of arrogance, is that the
amount of knowledge and data in the
world is big, but it’s not that big,� he says.
�In astronomy, there’s a petabyte�a mil
lion gigabytes�of data about what’s out
there in the universe. There are also
swathes of data from digital cameras,
Twitter feeds and even roadtra�c move
ments. It’s a bit daunting, but I soon real
ised that the bigger challenge is not the
underlying data but the computations that
get done on them.�

Dr Wolfram has a reputation for mak
ing sweeping claims. Once described by
Wired as �the Bob Dylan of physics�, he is
a reclusive and controversial �gure who
has always de�antly done his own thing.
Born in London in 1959, he studied at Eton
and Oxford, dazzling and infuriating his
teachers in equal measure and leaving the
university without graduating. He pub
lished his �rst scienti�c paper at the age of
15, completed a PhD in particle physics at
the California Institute of Technology, and
had joined the faculty and been awarded
a MacArthur �genius� award, worth
$128,000, by the age of 21.

The MacArthur money helped Dr
Wolfram set up his company, Wolfram
Research, in 1987. Its �rst product was
Mathematica, a piece of software that
automates mathematical processes. It
solves equations, plots graphs, creates

models and analyses data. Mathematica is
hugely popular among engineers, scien
tists and �nancial analysts, and its success
gave Dr Wolfram the �nancial security to
continue to do his own thing as an in
dependent scientist and researcher.

His most recent venture is Wolfram
Alpha, a website launched in 2009 that he
describes as a �knowledge engine that
computes answers to questions�. Type in
�GDP of France versus Britain�, for ex
ample, and it produces recent �gures and a
chart comparing the two countries’ GDP

from 19612010. Enter �country with largest
population density� and it returns a list,
topped by Macau. But type in �best Radio
head album� and it produces gibberish. It
is easy to see why comparisons with
Google are unfair; rather than trying to
organise the world’s knowledge, Dr Wol
fram wants to make it �computable�.

�Search engines are like a blender,� he
says. �They put all this stu� into one algo
rithm and deliver a list of links. That’s
great when it works but it isn’t going to
work for a lot of the stu� that we care
about. Our objective is that pretty much
anything you need to go ask a human
expert about right now, will be able to be
answered automatically.� Doing this is, he
says, �insanely di�cult�.

In the beginning
The project’s genesis lies in Dr Wolfram’s
childhood. �Wolfram Alpha today is
shockingly similar to ideas I �rst had
when I was 12 years old,� he says. Even
today, that brilliant child is never far from
the surface. Unlike most chief executives,
Dr Wolfram would much rather talk about
weather prediction or the future of public
transport than sales or growth. He consid
ers his 500strong company his personal
intellectual playground, thinking nothing
of tasking researchers with assessing his
impact in the �eld of complexity theory or
analysing 20 years’ worth of computer
keystrokes to boost his e�ciency. �I found
that the best way to do interesting intellec
tual stu� is to have a company that’s
successful enough to pay for it,� he says.

In �elds from archaeology to zoology,
his company’s researchers are interview
ing specialists, scouring the world’s librar
ies and coding the results using Wolfram’s
own symbolic computing language. With
many years of the project yet to run, Wol
fram Research already claims to have the
largest collection of curated, crosschecked
data in the world.

Wolfram Alpha is ambitious, but it
pales next to Dr Wolfram’s boldest project:

Alpha geek

Stephen Wolfram, a brilliant but
controversial computer scientist,
says he has devised a �new kind of
science�. Has he really?

1
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an attempt to convince the scienti�c estab
lishment that computer programs, rather
than mathematics, are the best way to
describe and explain the complex systems
that are widespread in nature. Dr Wolfram
calls this approach a �new kind of sci
ence�, or NKS. That is also the title of the
1,200page book, published in 2002, in
which he lays out his theories, the product
of a decade’s reclusive work.

NKS is chie�y concerned with the
behaviour of very simple computer pro
grams, called cellular automata, that exist
in a myriad of variations. Although most
are uninteresting, a few of them can exhib
it great complexity. One of them produces
an endless stream of random output, and
another has proven to be the simplest ever
universal Turing machine � a hypothetical
device capable of solving any computa
tional problem that was imagined by
Turing in 1936.

Is the universe a computer?
Dr Wolfram believes that all the vastly
di�erent complex processes seen in na
ture, from the markings on a seashell to
weather systems to intelligence itself, are
the products of such simple computa
tions. The idea that mathematics un
derpins the laws of nature, which now
seems obvious, was once radical. Dr Wol
fram proposes an even deeper law, that
the universe is underpinned by a set of
simple computational rules capable of
producing vast complexity, and that na
ture is just �sampling what’s out there in
the computational universe�. He claims
that applying NKS widely could lead to
advances not only in mathematics and
computing but also physics, biology and
even the social sciences.

�I have come to view NKS as one of the
more important single discoveries in the
whole history of theoretical science,� Dr
Wolfram declares in his book with charac
teristic immodesty. Needless to say, not all
his peers agree. Some have pointed out
that much of his �new kind� of science
closely resembles the wellestablished
�elds of cellular automata and complexity
theory. Others point to a lack of realworld
veri�cation for many of his more grandi
ose claims, or a failure to give su�cient
credit to other researchers for some of the
ideas presented in the book.

�I collect insults and compliments,� Dr
Wolfram admits. But his company is al
ready proving the value of his unusual
new approach by using it in its products,
he claims. �In Mathematica and Wolfram
Alpha, there are all kinds of things that we

can already compute faster, better and
stronger than anybody else, using NKS, a
methodology that other people think is
completely insane. NKS absolutely gives
us a competitive advantage.�

Instead of laboriously constructing an
algorithm to solve a particular problem,
Wolfram Research hunts for candidate
programs using NKS�mining the compu
tational universe in just the way that Dr
Wolfram believes nature itself does. �We
can go out into this computational uni
verse and �nd all these di�erent programs,
each one with its own unique scheme for
doing things,� he says. �That’s usually a
very human activity that you might think
would involve creativity.�

Such computational creativity can be
seen (or, more precisely, heard) in action at
the Wolfram Tones website, which can
produce a twominute tune in any of 15
genres using NKS. �What I’ve heard from a
surprising number of very upscale, repu
table composer types is that this is actual
ly pretty useful,� says Dr Wolfram. They go
to the website, press the button a few
times and get some ideas. Creativity is
now free.� Zing! Another Wolframism.

Dr Wolfram has no shortage of ideas
for how to apply NKS. He predicts algo
rithmic drugs that tour the bloodstream
and activate when needed; universal
assemblers to build almost anything from
its raw ingredients; DNAbased proces
sors. The future, he says, will not look
anything like the present. �We live in a
period when technology looks very or
ganised. But that’s a �uke, a feature of the
history of engineering that re�ects what
we’ve learned to build. When we start just
going out into the computational universe
and �nding stu� that works, it’s all going
to look a lot more bizarrely random.�

To say that NKS is far from widely
accepted would be an understatement of
Wolframic grandiosity. Nearly ten years
after the book’s publication, there are still
just a handful of academic conferences
devoted to NKS each year, most of which
are sponsored by Wolfram Research.
Academic interest in Dr Wolfram’s ideas
has probably not been encouraged by his
deep and abiding personal distaste for
mainstream education.

�You have to ask, what’s the point of
universities today?� he wonders. �Tech
nology has usurped many of their previ
ous roles, such as access to knowledge,
and the social aspects.� One of the chal
lenges for the 21st century, he suggests, is
working out what is even worth teaching.
He claims that he recently realised that he

had never learned to do long division. �I
just missed having to know it and have
never needed it. My kids actually showed
me how to do it,� he says.

He is no longer an academic, but Dr
Wolfram does not see himself as a busi
nessman either. �I am not looking to make
the biggest possible company. When a
company gets really big there are a lot of
things that get kind of dull,� he says. None
theless, he sees great potential in applying
his �rm’s analytical tools to new sources
of data in future.

�Lots of new kinds of large scale data
sources are starting to show up,� he says.
�Personalanalytics data is going to be big,
with people measuring many things
about themselves because it’s easy to do
so. For instance, I had my entire genome
sequenced last year. This illusion that it’s
all too big, that you can’t possibly curate
the world’s knowledge, is just not true.�

It is di�cult to assess the validity of Dr
Wolfram’s theories, or how he will be
judged by history. Einstein’s bizarre
sounding theories, he notes, took years to
become accepted. Is he really a �gure of
similar importance, as he seems to think?
Dr Wolfram presented his ideas at the TED

conference in California in 2010, and the
audience tittered as he casually likened his
creation of Mathematica with Galileo’s
construction of a telescope, and claimed
that NKS was superior to the mathemat
icsbased science of the past 300 years,
thus comparing himself implicitly with
Newton. Even so, his speech received a
standing ovation. But winning over a
conference audience is one thing; convinc
ing the scienti�c community to accept his
ideas will be much harder. 7

�What’s the point of universities today? Technology
has usurped many of their previous roles.�
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